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Microstresses in homogenization 

W. S .. BARANSKI (L6DZ) 

THE PAPER concerns the problem of homogenization of nonlinearly elastic, periodic compo
sites within the framework of the geometrically linear theory. It is assumed that the elasticity 
moduli of the considered composite are upper and lower bounded. A new proof of the cor
responding . homogenization theorem is given. Strongly convergent approximations for defor
mations and stresses are found. The proposed method of homogenization analysis aims also 
at making clear the mechanical principles of the homogenization theory. This is achieved by 
adapting the old concepts of macroscopic and microscopic mechanical fields. 

Praca dotyczy zagadnienia homogenizacji nieliniowo spr~i:ystego, periodycznego kompozytu , 
rozpatrywanego w ramach teorii geometrycznie liniowej. Zaloi:ono, i:e moduly spr~i:ystosci 
rozpatrywanego kompozytu S<! ograniczone z gory i dolu. Podano nowy dow6d odpowiedniego 
twierdzenia homogenizacyjnego. Znaleziono silnie zbiei:ne przyblii:enia odksztaJcen i napr~i:en. 
Zaproponowana metoda analizy homogenizacyjnej rna r6wniei: na celu wyjasnienie mechanicz
nych podstaw teorii homogenizacji. Jest to osi'lgni~te poprzez zaadaptowanie starych koncepcji 
wielkosci makro- i mikroskopowych. 

Pa6oTa KacaeTc.H 3a~aqH roMoreHH3aQMH Hemmei1Ho ynpyroro, nepMo~Hqeci<oro KOMll03HTa 
paCCMaTpMBaeMoro B paMKaX reoMeTpHqeCKH JIHHeMHOM TeopHH. llpe~llOJIO)f{eHO, qTO MO
~YJIH ynpyroCTH paCCMaTpHBaeMoro KOMll03HTa OrpaHHqeHbl CBepxy H CHH3Y. llpHBe~eHO 
HOBOe ~OKa3aTeJibCTBO COOTBeTCTByroii.J;eM roMoreHH3aQHOHHOM TeopeMbl. Haii~eHbl CHJibHO 
CXO,Z:UIIQ:UeC.H np:u6JI:U)f{eHH.H ,necpopMaQHH H Hanp.HmeHHM. llpe~JIO)f{eHHbiM MeTa~ roMore
HH33QHOHHOro 3H3JIH3a HMeeT Tome QeJibiO Bbi.HCHeHHe MexaHHqeCKHX OCHOB TeopHH rOMO
reHH3aQHH. 3TO ~OCTHrHyTo nyTeM npMCllOC06JieHH.H CTapbiX KOHQellQHM M3Kp0- H MMKpO
CKOfiJ~qeCKHX BeJIHqHH. 

1. Introduction 

RECENT developments in the field of the homogenization theory have made clear the 
mathematical foundations for a deterministic approach to the mechanics of composite 
materials. The central problem in this theory is to find an accurate description of the 
macroscopic behaviour of nonhomogeneous materials. For its basic concept we refer 
to [5, 13, 25, 26]. Nowadays the theory develops in many different directions and success
fully violates the range of linear problems [2, 3, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 17, 20, 22-24, 26, 27]. 
Despite of this, there is still a lot of unsolved questions concerning, first of all, the effects 
of degradation . of the material. Moreover, there has not been a satisfactory answer as yet 
to the question of finding strongly convergent approximations for nonlinear problems. 

The present paper aims at establishing a new method of homogenization analysis, 
which is as general as possible, and at examining the method in the case of physically 
nonlinear elasticity. The considered particular case, analysed previously by Sl.iquet under 
somehow stronger assumptions, is relatively simple as compared with the generality of 
the method which seems to be applicable to manv other oroblems including quasi-static 
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and dynamic problems for viscous, plastic, cracked and degradating composites. The 
case of physically nonlinear elasticity has been chosen for simplicity of the presentation. 

The proposed method of homogenization analysis rests on the concept of microfields. 
To present it, let us consider a composite occupying a domain of size I, and having peri
odic structure of dimension s. Obviously, the solution of any mechanical proplem corre
sponding to this composite depends on s and on 1, and can be denoted by se~. From the 
practical point of view we are interested in the analysis of se1 when s is very small with 
respect to I. It is realized in the homogenization theory by introducing the concept of 
macroscopic fields defined as the limit of se1 as e tends to zero with a fixed /. It has oc
curted that such defined macroscopic fields can be successfully analysed for many mechanical 
and phy~ical problems, providing us with a mathematically clear concept of macroscopic 
properties of composite materials. HowevP:r, the analysis is somehow artificial from the 
point of view of mechanics. To make it more natural, we shall define microscopic fields 
as the limit of se1 as 1 converges to infinity with a fixed s; this hence also realizes the po
stulate that the structure of nonhomogenity is fine. However, the picture obtained in such 
a realization is quite different. The material remains nonhomogeneous, the body becomes 
infinite, and the most important fact - the limit depends essentially on the choice of the 
fixed point of a collection of mappings extending the domain occupied by the composite 
to the whole Euclidean space. Hence we should define the microscopic fields as functions 
of two variables. ~ 

For certain technical resons we shall not u.se the large parameter /. Instead of this, 
we shall introduce local coordinate systems {y} by 

X= re+ey 

with r e pointing at centres of periodicity cells. We define the microscopic fields as the limit, 
as e converges to zero, of the solution se1 considered as functions of local coordinates. 

The paper concentrates on the mechanical aspects of the proposed method of homo
genization analysis restricting the mathematical details to very essential ones. According 
to this concept, we shall not present detailed proofs of the obtained results indicating 
only the general line of the proceeding. 

2. Notation 

Let Rn denote the n-dimensional Euclidean space with the inner product denoted by 
the dot ·,and the norm denoted by I 1. We shall denote the vectors in Rn by x, y, z. Let 
sn denote the space of symmetric second order tensors on Rn with the same notation for 
the inner product and for the norm. 

Let Y = (y1 , .•• , Yn) be a given set of n linearly independent vectors in Rn. We assume 
the set Y to be uniquely determined by the structure of the considered composite. We 
define the basic cell 

n 

C = Cr = {1: A.1y1 :A.1 E]-1/2, 1/2[ for i = 1, . . . ,n}, 
i=l 
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and the basic net 
n 

N = Nr = {~ A.iy1 :A.i = 0, ±1, ±2, ... for i =I, ... n}. 
i=l 

A function f defined on Rn will be called Y-periodic if 

f(x+ y) = f(x), for' all y E Nr a.e. x ERn. 

For a scalar a > 0, a vector x ERn and subsets A, B of Rn we define 

aA = {ay:y E A}, x+A = {x+y:y E A}, 

A+ B = {y + z: y E A , z E B}. 

For each subset A of Rn we denote its Lebesgue measure by means A. 
In the paper we shall deal with several Banach spaces. In general, we shall denote 

the norm on a Banach space X by II ; XII. However, in the case of the space L2 (fJ; W) 
of square integrable mappings of a domain Q in Rn into a finite dimensional Hilbert space 

, W, we shall use simply II ll.o for the corresponding norm. We shall simplify also the no
tation for the norm on the space H 1 (Q; W) of square integrable mappings of Q c ~n 

into a finite dimensional Hilbert space W with square integrable first order distributional 
derivatives denoting the norm by II ·ll.o: 1. 

Finally, we shall present the notation used for locally convex function spaces. Let 
us assume that X(fJ) is L 2 (Q; W) or H 1 (Q; W) with a finite dimensional Hilbert space 
W and some Q c Rn. Then 

Xloc(Rn) = {f; Rn--+ W:flw E X(w) for all open bounded w c Rn}, 

L 2 (fJ; Xloc(Rn)) = if; (Q X Rn)--+ W:fl.oxw E L 2 (fJ; X(w)) 

for all open bounded w in Rn}. 

3. Variational formulation of the equilibrium problem 

Let uad, called here a manifold of admissible displacement fields, denote the set of 
displacement fields from H 1(fJ; Rn) satisfying a given system of kinematical boundary 
conditions imposed on the considered family of composites with Q c Rn being a fixed 
domain. 

We define the space of admissible displacement variations vad ' ~ {u-v: u, v E uad }. 

Let us consider the following set of equilibrium problems: 

PI E· For give s E ]0, I], beE L 2(Q; Rn) and t E L 2(ofJ; Rn) find: 

(i) displacement vector field UE E uad, 

(ii) deformation tensor field EE E L 2 (Q; sn), 
(iii) stress tensor field TEE L 2 (Q; sn) such that 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

E<(x) = Du8 (x) = sym (Vue(x) ), s.e. x E Q, 

T<(x) = §"<(x, E 8 (x)) = Y(xfs, E 8(x)), a.e. x E'fJ, 
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(3.3) J Dv · Tedx = Jv · tds+ J v · bedx, Vv E vad, 
a aa a 

where V denotes the distributional gradient on Q. 
We assume that the domain Q, the manifold of admissible displace.rpent fields uad, 

the constitutive function ff, the boundary tractions t and the volume forces bE fulfill 
the following assumptions: 

Al. The domain Q is open and bounded in Rn, has modified cone property ([I] p. 91) 
and has finite perimeter ([15] p. 474). 

A2. The manifold uad of admissible displacement fields is a closed linear manifold in 
H 1 (Q; Rn) such that the induced space of admissible displacement variations vad includes 
H~(Q; Rn). 

A3. The constitutive function Y(y, E) is Y-periodic and measurable in y for all fixed 
EESn. 

A4. There exist positive constants c1 and c2 such that 

(£2 -£1). [ff(y, £2)-!T(y, Et)] ~ Ctl£2 -Etl 2 

and 
j!T(.y, £2)-!T(y, Et)l ~ c2 1E2 -Ell' v £1' E2 E sn, a.e. y ERn. 

A5. The field :? ( ·, 0) of initial stresses belongs to Lloc(Rn; sn). 
A6. For each e E] 0, I] the work done by external forces vanishes on the space of admis

sible rigid body displacement variations, i.e. 

J v · bf dx + J v · t ds = 0 
a aa 

for all v from 

Nad = {v E vad:Dv = 0}. 

A 7. There exists p > n, p ~ 2 such that 

be -+ b0 m LP(Q; Rn) weakly as E -+ 0. 

Using the standard methods of analysis of quasi-linear elliptic equations [8, 19, 21 ], 
one can prove that the assumptions Al-A6 are sufficient for the existence of solutions 
for P;. Obviously, the solutions in deformations and stresses are unique, and the displace
ment solutions are the unique modulo Nad. To avoid this drawback, we introduce the 
factor space ([28] p. 59) 

H 1 (Q; Rn)/Nad = {v = v+Nad: v E H 1 (Q; Rn)} . 

with the factor norm 

tJEtJ 

Consequently, the displacement solution iie can be considered as defined uniquely. 
Moreover, the solutions can be proved to be bounded, i.e. 

(3.4) 

with c independent of e. 
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In the further analysis we shall consider the deformation and the stress fields as defined 
on the whole Rn with zero v~lue outside Q. The displacement fields ue will also be con
sidered as defined on R" but with values outside Q obtained by applying an appropriate 
continuous extension operator. The existence of such an operation is stated in the Calderon 
extension theorem ([I] p. 91). 

4. Macroscopic fields 

From the practical point of view we are interested in the analysis of solutions of P~ 
in the case of small E. Hence, it is interesting to analyse the limit of solutions of Pe1 as E 

tends to zero. Therefore it is rational to define the macroscopic fields as the appropriate 
limits of un Eo Te. We shall prove in Sect. 11 that such limits exist in certain weak topolo
gies. Now we can write only formally 

(4.1) Urn= limue, Em= limEe, Tm = limTe. 
e-+0 e-+0 e-+0 

However, certain results of the type (4.1) can be deduced now from the boundedness 
of the solutions (3.4). Using the weak compactness theorem ([28] p. 126) and the Rellich
Kondrachov theorem ([1] p. 143), one can extract a subset iff 0 of the interval [0, 1] such 
that inf t/ 0 = 0 and 

u,u--+ 0 in H 1 (Q; Rn)/Nad weakly and in L 2 (Q; Rn)/Nad strongly, 

(4.2) Ee --+ E0 m L 2 (Q; sn) weakly, 

T15 --+ T0 in L 2 (Q; Sn) weakly as c--+ 0 in iff 0 • 

Furthermore, the limit analysis of the equations (3.1) and (3.3) shows that the weak 
limits u0 , Eo, T0 fulfill the equations 

E0 = Du0 on Q , 

(4.3) .f Dv . ~0 dx = .f v . bo dx + J v . t ds, v v E vad 
Q Q o!J 

which can be understood as a macroscopic geometric equation and as a macroscopic 
virtual work principle. 

5. Approximation by averaging 

In this section we shall present some properties of the method of approximation by 
averaging which are essential in our approach to the homogenization procedure. 

Let us recall that Y = (y 1 , ... , Yn) denotes the set of n linearly independent vectors in 
Rn generating the considered family of periodic composites. 

Almost everywhere on Rn we define a vector-valued function r by the condition 

(5.1) {
Y if 3 yEN such that (x-y) E C, 

r(x) = is undefined otherwise. . 
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Let 

(5.2) re(x) = u(x/ c). 

Obviously, if c > 0 then re is t:Y-periodic. 
For f E L 2 (R") we define its approximation by averaging 

(5.3) feav(x) =e-n meas- 1 C J f(z) dz. 
re(x)+eC 

W. S. BARANSKI 

It is known [4] that such approximation is strongly convergent in L 2 (R"). Consequent

ly, if 

then 

(5.4) 

fe ~ fo in L 2 (R") weakly as c ~ 0 

J:av ~ fo m L2(R") weakly as c ~ 0, 

and by virtue of the relations (4.2) 2 ·and (4.2h we get 

E:av ""'"+ E 0 in L 2 (R"; S") weakly 
(5.5) and 

r:av ~ T0 in L 2 (R"; S") weakly as c ~ 0 in 8 0 • 

6. Local fields 

We have seen in Sect. 4 that the macroscopic geometric equation and the macroscopic 

virtual work principle result directly from the formulation (3.1)-(3.3) of the primary 

problem. It should be mentioned here that the macroscopic constitutive equation does 

not result directly from the equation (3.2). This is clear because the homogenization 

procedure homogenizing the material loses its microstructure. To overcome this difficulty, 

we introduce a set of local coordinate systems ih such a way that the microstructure of 

the material does not vary if it is referred to any of these systems. Mathematical realization 

of this concept will be obtained by introducing local fields, i.e. functions of two vector 

variables (x, y) E Q* X R"(Q*_ = .Q + 2C) such that ' 

u!0 c(x, y) = c- 1ue(re(x)+ cy ), a.e. (x, y) E !J* X R", 

(6.1) . ~loc = uloc+L2(.Q*. RD") on Q* X Rn, 
e e ' ' 

and 

with 

RD = {v; R" ~ R":Dv = 0}. 

The x variable in the condition (5.1) can be understood as a global variable, and the 

y variable as a local variable centered at re(x). 
'In fact, the local fields are deduced from primary fields by a rather simple coordinate 

transform. Consequently, the local fields must fulfill certain laws of mechanics resulting 
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from the laws (3.1)-(3.3) of the mechanics of primary fields. Indeed, one can show that 

the following equations involving the local fields hold: 

E!oc(x' y) = D~!oc(x; y) 

and 

T!oc(x, y) = §" (y, E~oc(x, y)) if (r,(x) + ey) E fJ, 

(6.2) J q;(x) J Dv(y) · T~oc(x, y)dydx = e1
-n J <p(x) J v((z-r,(x))/e) · be(z)dzdx 

!} Rn D !} 

forq;EC~(Q) and vEC~(Rn,R") such that (suppq;+eC+esuppv) c Q. 

Equations (6.2) 1-(6.2h can be understood as local forms of geometric equations, 
constitutive equations and of virtual work principle. However, the local fields have other 

properties which will prove to be very useful in our analysis. 
First, let us observe that the eY-periodicity of r, implies the result 

E~oc(x, y+z) = E~oc(x+ ez, y) 
(6.3) and 

T~oc(x, y+z) = T!oc(x+ ez, y), a.e. (x, y) E fJ* X Rn V zEN 

which can be called quasi-periodicity of local deformations and of local stresses. Next, 

from Eq. (5.3) we get 

(6.4) and 

E: av(x) = meas- 1 C f E~oc(x, y)dy 
c 

T:av(x) = meas- 1 C f T!oc(x, y)dy, a.e. X E fJ*, 
c 

what indicates equality of appropriate mean values of primary fields and local fields. 
Furthermore, the concept of zero extension of Ee and T8 outside Q implies 

(6.5) 

Finally, note that as a result of the integral calculus we have 

j j E1oc(x, y) · T~oc(x, y)dydx = measC fEe· Tedx 
~c n 

and by the relation (3.3) we get the following energetic identity for ·local fields: 

(6.6) J J E~oc(x, y) · T~oc(x, y)dydx 
!J c 

= measc{J [Du· Ts+(u8 -u)·be]dx+ J (ue-u)· tds} 
n an 

with a certain arbitrary u E [;ad. Consequently, using the standard methods of "a priori" 

estimates, we obtain the following, local in the second variable, estimates for local fields: 

(6.7) max( IJ ~~oc:L2 (.Q*; H 1(w; R")/RD") Ii , 1/ E~ocl/n•xro, I/ T 1oclln~xro) ~ c(w) 

for all open bounded w in R" with c(w) independent of e. 
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7. Microscopic fields 

Formally we define the microscopic fields as limits of local fields, i.e. 

(7.1) ffp = limE~oc' Ell = lim£1°\ Tp = lim r;oc 
e-+0 s-+0 s-+0 

without precise specification of the topology of convergence. As in Sect. 4 partial results 

concerning the problem can be deduced from boundedness (6.7). One can prove that 

there exist 

iJboc E £2 (!J*; Hloc(Rn; Rn)/RDn), 

EAOC EL2 (!J*; Lroc(Rn; sn)) and 

Tboc E L 2 (Q*; Lroc(Rn; S")) 

such that for all open bounded w c R" there exists a subset G w of C 0 such that inf G w = 0 

and 

(~loc- uloc)l -+ 0 
8 0 n•xw 

(7.2) (E:oc_Eboc)ln•xw-+ 0 in L 2 (!J* xw; Sn) weakly, 

(T:oc_Tboc)ln•xw-+ 0 in L 2 (!Jxw; sn) weakly as t:-+ 0 in Cw. 

Now we should proceed to the limit analysis of Eqs. (6.2)-(6.6) characterizing the 

mechanics of local fields. We claim that the result of such analysis is as follows: 

(7.3) 

(7.4) Tboc(x' y) = §" (y' Eboc(x' y) ), a. e. (x' y) E Q* X R", 

(7.5) Jnv(y)·Tboc(x,y)dy=O, VvEe(f(R";R"), a.e. xE!J, 
R" 

(7.6) 

and 

(7.7) Tboc(x, y+z) = Tboc(x, y), V zEN, a.e. (x, y) E !J* x Rn, 

(7.8) 

and 

(7.9) 

(7.10) 

(7.1 1) 

E0 (x) = meas- 1 e J Eboc (x, y)dy 
c 

T0 (x) = meas- 1 e J TJoc(x, y)dy, a.e. x E Q, 
c 

u~oc = EJoc = TJoc = 0, on (Q*""'Q) X Rn, 

lim J J E!oc(~, y). T~0c(x, y)d,ydx = mease J E0 · T0 dx. 
e-+O n• c n 

Equations (7.3) and (7.6)-(7.11) follow directly from the previous results. The re

maining ones require some additional analysis. 
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To prove Eq. (7.5), it is sufficient to show that the right hand side of the rela,tion (6.2)3 

tends to zero. Note that by virtue of the Holder inequality we have 
. lfp' J lv((z- re(x) )/ s) · be(z)l dz ~ { J lv ((z- re(x))js)IP'dz} //be; LP(Q; R")ll. 

Q D 

But the coordinate transform · 

y = (z- re(x) )/ c 

gives 

r lv((z-re(x))/s)IP'dz = c;" J lv(y)IP'dz ~ s"llv; LP'(R"; R")I/P'. 
Q e- 1(.Q-r

6
(x)) 

Hence the right hand side of the relation (6.2h can be estimated by 

c;P-nfp ll cp; L 1(!J) II llv; LP'(R"; R")ll llbe; LP(Q; R")ll 

and the condition (7.5) follows because by Assumption A 7 the sequence be is bounded 
in LP and p > n. 

We shall prove Eq. (7.4) in several steps. Let us note that the Y-periodicity of T~oc(x, y) 

in y makes the condition (7.5) equivalent to 

(7.12) ( Dv(y) · Tboc(x, y)dy = 0, for all Y periodic 
c 

v E HI~c(R"; R"), a.e. x E Q. 

Next, let us choose a function !![ E L 2 (Q; Hloc(R"; R")) such that 

(7.13) £6oc(x , y) = E0 (x) + Df?t (x, y), a. e. (x, y) E Q x R". 

Such a function exists by virtue of Duvaut's lemma ([20] p. 24 and [14]) and the con
ditions (7.6) and (7.8). Taking the function !![ as a test function in the relation (7.12), 
we get 

.r Eboc(x, y). Tboc(x, y)dy =I Eo(x). Tboc(x, y)dy = measCEo(x). To(x). 
c c 

Consequently, Eq. (7.11) leads to the identity 

(7.14) lim .r f E1oc(x, y). r:oc(x, y)dydx = f I Eboc(x, y). T~oc(x, y)dydx 
e-+ 0 !1* C Q C 

which enables us to deduce Eq. (7.4) from Eq. (6.2h using the standard arguments [21] 
of limit analysis of monotonic constitutive functions. 

8. Self-equilibrated periodic deformation state 

Let u~ analyse the set of equations (7.3)-(7.8). It is clear that taking the x variable as 
a parameter one can consider this set of equations as a variational formulation of a one
parameter family of self-equilibrium problems of infinite Y-periodic composite in Y-peri
odic deformation state with mean deformation prescribed by Eq. (7.8). For our aims it 
is convenient to formulate these problems in the following, somehow moregener al form: 

3 Arch . Mech. Stos. nr 4/86 
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P2. For a given FE S" find 

~FE Htoc(R"; R")/RD", EF E Lfoc(R"; S") and TF E L?oc(R"; S") 

such that 

(8.1) 

(8.2) 

(8.3) 

(8.4) 

(8.5) 

TF(Y) = f7 (y, EF(Y) ), a. e. y E R", 

J I>v · TFdy = 0, Vv E C0 (R"; R"), 
Rn 

J Epdy = measCF, 
c 

EF is Y-periodic. 

As in the previous section we can represent the Y-periodic deformation field EF in the 
form 

(8.6) EF = F+Df!l'F on R" 

with a certain Y-periodic f!l' F E H1~c(R"; R") such that 

(8.7) 

Using again the arguments of Y-periodicity of stress fields, we can formulate the vir
tual work principle (8.3) in the form 

(8.8) J Dv · Tpdy = 0, for all Y-periodic v E H1~c(R"; R"). 
c 

Consequently, the problem P2 has the following equivalent formulation: 
P3. For a given FE S" find: 

f!l' F E HI~c(R"; R"), EF E Lfoc(R"; S") and TF E Lroc(R"; S") 

such that Eqs. (8.2) and (8.6)-(8.8) are fulfilled. 
As in the case of the problem Pie, the existence and the uniqueness can easily be 

proved. Moreover, it can be shown that the solution · is Lipschitz continuous in F, i.e. 
there exists a positive constant c such that 

9. Effective constitutive function 

The existence and the uniqueness of solutions for the problem P3 enable us to define 
the effective constitutive function f/err; S" -+ S" putting 

(9.1) g-err(F) = meas- 1 C J Tp(y)dy. 
c 
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The Lipschitz continuity of TF in F implies Lipschitz continuity of the effectivt? con

stitutive function, i.e. 3 c > 0 such that 

(9.2) lg-err(Fz)-.rerr(Ft)l::::; ciFr-'Fl l, VF1, Fz ES". 

Moreover, the assumed monotony of ff(y, E) in E implies monotony of g-err, i.e. 

3 c > 0 such that 

(9.3) (Fz-Ft)· [ffeff(Fz)-5"-eff(Fl)] ~ ciFz-F1I
2, VF1,F2 ES". 

10. Homogenized problem 

It results from Sects. 8 and 9 that the set of equations (7.3)-(7.9) implies 

(10.1) T0 (x) = g-err (E0 (x) ), a.e. x E Q. 

Thus we see that the weak limits u0 , E0 , T0 constitute a solution for the following 

equilibrium problem: 
P4. For given b0 E L 2 (Q; R") and t E L 2 (o!J; R") find: 

u0 E [;ad, E0 E L 2 (Q; S") and T0 E L 2 (Q; S") 

such that Eqs. (4.3) and (10.'1) are satisfied. 

The problem P4 can be proved to have unique solutions. 

11. Homogenization theorems 

The uniqueness of solutions for P4 implies that the convergences (4.2) hold with 

C 0 = ] 0, 1]. Hence we have proved the following result: 

THEOREM I. Suppose that the assumptions AI-A 7 are fulfilled. Then 

U 6 --+ u0 in H 1 (Q; R"}/Nad weakly and in L 2 (Q; R")/Nad strongly, 

E6 --+ E0 in L 2 (Q; S") weakly and 

T6 --+ T0 in L 2 (Q; S") weakly 

as s--+ 0 with (u 6 , E6 , T6 ) and (u0 , E0 , T0 ) denoting solutions for the problems P; and 
P4, respectively • 

Next, the uniqueness of solutions for P3 implies that the convergences (7.2) hold 

with C w = ] 0, 1]. Moreover, using the classical energy method, we can prove that these 

convergences are locally strong, i.e. 

THEOREM 2. Suppose that the assumptions A 1-A 7 are fulfilled. Then for each open 

bounded w in R" 

(-::; loc :: loc) / 0 
Ue - Uo fJ*xw--+ in L 2 (Q*; H 1 (w; R")/RD") strongly, 

{£:oc- Eboc)/Q•xw --+ 0 in L 2 (Q*xw;S") strongly and 

{T~oc- Tboc) /n•xw--+ 0 in L 2 (Q* x w; S") strongly 

as B --+ 0 with u!oc, E~oc, T:oc defined by (6.1) and 

U~0c(x,y) = Eo(x)y+,q{Eo<x>(y), a.e. (x,y) E!JxR", . 

3* 
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E~oc(x, y) = EE
0
(x)(y), 

T~oc(x, y) = TE
0
(x)(y), 

U4.oc _ Eloc _ T.loc _ 0 
0 - 0 - 0 -

w. S. BARANSKI 

a.e. (x,y)EilxRn, 

a.e. (x, y) E Q x Rn, 

on (Q*""Q) X Rn, 

where (!1' Eo<x>' EEo<xh TEo<x>) denotes the solution for P3 with F = E0 (x) • 
Theorems I and 2 justify o~r definitions of the macroscopic ( 4.1) and the microscopic 

(7.1) fields. Obviously, 

Tm = T0 , on Q, 
(11.1) 

- Zloc E Eloc Up.= Uo , p. = o , Tp. = Tboc, on Q X Rn. 

Furthermore, Theorem 2 provides us with a strongly convergent approximation for 
1~1 fields. Consequently, taking into account the clear correspondence between primary 
and local fields, it seems that Theorem 2 should give us an opportunity for constructing 
strongly convergent approximations for primary fields. 

THEOREM 3. Suppose that the assumptions A1-A7 are fulfilled. Then 

(£
6
-£:PP)-+ 0 in L 2 (Q; Sn) Strongly, 

(Te- T:PP)-+ 0 in L 2 (Q; sn) strongly as c-+ 0, 
with 

E!PP(x) = £P(£~av(x), x/c), on Q, 

T:PP(x) = TP(Egav(x), x/c), . on Q 

where 

£P(F, y) = EF(Y)' TP(F, y) = TF(Y). 

The proofs of the considered two convergences are similar. Therefore we shall analyse 
only the first one. 

Applying the partition 

U a+cC)nQ 
~eeN 

of Q and using the coordinate transform 

\ X= ~+ c:y 

on each set (~ + cC)nQ, we get 

IIEe-E:PP//A =en}; J /E1oc(~, y)-EP(Eoav(~), y)/2dy 
eeeN Cn[(.O-.;}/e] 

Next, by the triangle inequality we have 

(11.2) IIE;oc L £Po Egvii(.0+2eC)xC ~ IIE1oc_Ebocllw+2 eC)xC 

+ IIEJOC- EP 0 Eo ii (!H2eC)xc+ IIEP 0 Eo- £P 0 Eo av ii (!H2eC) xC. 

The first term of the right hand side of the relation (11.2) converges to zero by virtue 
of Theorem 2. For the second term we have ' 

IIEJoc_EPo Eoll[n+2eC) xC = IIEP(O, · )11[~.0+2 eChnlxC 

= meas[(il+2cC)"".Q] J /EP(O, y)/ 2dy. 
c 
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Consequently, the second term converges to zero, because the Lebesgue measure of 
[(.Q+2c:C)".Q] tends to zero by virtue of properties of domains with finite perimeter [15]. 

The estimate (8.9) implies 

IIEPoEo-EPoEoavii(.Q+2sC)xC ~ C IIEo-E~avlltH2eC 

and the last term converges to zero by the properties of approximation by averaging [4]. 
Note. The paper was supported by the Polish Academy of Sciences within the Pro

gram 1-23. 
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